CAMP TIMELINE
Thursday Night
6pm Children begin to arrive at school.
-Home baking and fruit to hall kitchen.
-Teachers to direct children to where their gear will go
(water guns etc stored in classrooms).
-When the children have dropped their gear off they can
join the Syndicate Game on the field.
-Mr Dickey to run through the RAMS form with parents
to discuss the process of working through requirements
in the event of an emergency.
6:30pm Disco / Outdoor fun (weather)
-Mr Cook will be entertaining us with his selection of the
freshest beats.

7:00 pm Supper

-Milo and light snack (plastic cups provided).
7:30pm Set up beds
-Children to gather their things after Mr Dickey runs
through a few instructions as to where they will be
sleeping (boys on left hand side of the hall, girls on the
right)

-Children changing in the upstairs classroom.
Teachers to move the children one class at a time
- Boys up the left stairs, girls up the right stairs. Please
wait to be asked to change.

7.45pm/8pm Movie time
-Parents offered ‘time out’ space in the staffroom to
have a drink etc.
8.15 MID SNACK AT SOME POINT.
Children offered a snack while they are in bed.
9ish Toilet and Teeth
-Girls in hall toilet
-Boys taken over to the Room 16 and 17 toilets
(parents/teachers to monitor).
9.30ish Children to quietly drift off to sleep:)
-Teachers to monitor the noise.
-Parents are welcome to spend some time in the
staffroom as the children drift off.

A QUIET PEACEFUL NIGHTS SLEEP
Friday Morning
Happy Birthday Mr Cook!!!!.
7 am Pack up
-Children get packed up and dressed (gear and personal
belongings to be stored in classes).
Place swimming togs and towels on top of bags.
-Possible morning run for the ‘keen ones’
7.30 Breakfast

- Parent support required to make pancakes, chop fruit,
heat hashbrowns and make scrambled eggs (in the Tech
Suite)
Breakfast in the hall - buffet style
pancakes, fruit and yoghurt, hashbrowns and scrambled
eggs (tomato sauce), carton of milk for the breakfast
drink
Remember: Students must have a plate and cutlery.
8.30 Jump Jam
9.00 Electives - Part One
-Tec Suite - Makey-Makey, Recon Robots, Sphero
robots & Bread baking - Rooms 11, 16 and 17 with
Mrs Oakley,Mr Dickey and Mrs Parker.
-Rooms 10, 12 and 15 to select from the options
below.
-Using the COW/sport (weather) - Funbrain website
and Knowledge Adventure / field if dry - Mrs Bailey
-Paper Plane Challenge - Can you design a
supersonic flyer? - Mr Cook
- Tech Challenge - Spaghetti towers an engineering
challenge! Miss Clarkin
10.45 - MORNING TEA
Children eat and play with the rest of the school. (Fruit
and homebaking organised by parent helpers).

11.15 Electives - Part two
-Tec Suite - Makey-Makey, Recon Robots, Sphero
robots and Bread Baking - Room 10, 12 and 15 with
Mrs Oakley, Mr Dickey and Mrs Parker.
-Rooms 11, 16 and 17 to select from the options
below.
-Using the COW/sport (weather) - Funbrain website
and Knowledge Adventure / field if dry - Mrs Bailey
-Paper Plane Challenge - Can you design a
supersonic flyer? - Mr Cook
- Tech Challenge - Spaghetti towers, an engineering
challenge! Miss Clarkin
12.45 Lunch - Deli Style Lunch Bar
-Parents to support the children as they create their
lunch. Parents to prepare: slice cheese, cucumber,
tomatoes, grated carrots, ham, lettuce.
Home baking and fruit.
1:30 Slip ‘n’ Slide and Water Fight
-Let the games begin!
-During lunchtime the children are able to get changed
into their togs - but leave water guns in the classroom.
2.15 - Students get changed in the toilets by their
classrooms then head to their own room.
Parent Helper Pack Up

Parent Help: All hands on deck for a swift and efficient
clean up (Thanking you in advance).
Hall sweep
kitchen clean (hall and tech suite)
Lost property in the hall.
3.00 Hometime
Extra Notes:
We would be grateful for any avocado donations.
See Mrs Oakley (Rm 15).
The gym mats are used as mattresses and
partially cover the hall floor. Please bring a small,
soft mattress if you have one. Students are
welcome to bring a blanket as an alternative to a
sleeping bag. Unfortunately we are not able to
erect camp stretchers due to potential floor
damage.
We appreciate all the offers of help and look
forward to an amazing camp.
Kind regards,
The Taranaki Syndicate Teachers

